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Details of Visit:

Author: 2quick2cum
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 3 Dec 2015 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Top Secret London - The Best Girls Here!
Website: https://topsecretescorts.co.uk/london-escort
Phone: 07900072555

The Premises:

Discrete apartment in a block on Sloane Avenue. Had let the agency know my preference for a
shared bath or shower to begin, which was relayed to Kendra, however she shares the 1-bed
apartment with another girl and, with Kendra working out of the living room (which has a bed) there
was no access to a shower let alone an opportunity to share one. Apartment was otherwise clean -
no issues noted. Kendra acknowledged the request and apologised re lack of shower facilities. No
issues on the agency side - they seemed efficient. 

The Lady:

Gorgeous young blonde lady. Early 20s. Gorgeous legs and bum. Easy going on the eye. Pics on
agency site aren't of Kendra, but she's a good looking girl so I'd say they are a reasonable
resemblance. Breasts were smaller than pics - if A is the smallest cup size then I'd say she was an
A. Lovely nipples though. All in - she's f'in hot. 

The Story:

Lack of bathroom facilities aside, this girl is hot. Albeit inexperienced, she is young and was
enthusiastic and easy going throughout. Only light kissing, but decent oral. Lovely pussy, I enjoyed
exploring her fit toned body.

Can still picture her looking back during some enjoyable doggy. What a sight.

She's only been in London a few weeks which explained the lack of reviews before my visit. Am
sure she'll be busy. Her English is crap, but she did try. And it'll no doubt improve. Anyway, when
you get to fuck a young blonde hottie, in depth conversation is not required!

Intention was to book a double with Amanda and Lena that day but sadly Amanda was unavailable.
An hour with Kendra eqsed my disappointment. 
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